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S P E C I Á L ISSUE: 

Minisymposium in Honour of Jaroslav Hájek 

A one-day symposium commemorating the personality and work of Jaroslav Ha-
jek, who died twenty years ago, was held at the Department of Probability and 
Mathematica l Statistics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University 
in Prague, on June 8, 1994. World reputed statisticians from Austria, Belgium, 
the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Sweden 
and the United States participated in the symposium, opened by the vice-dean of 
the Faculty Dr. Josef Klimovic. The presented talks focused mainly on the areas 
of Hajek's scientific interests. Particularly, the invited lectures gave a useful au
thentic review of research developments and directions starting with Hajek's impact 
and going up to the main results and open problems of contemporary research in 
mathemat ica l statistics. Therefore, the participants of the Minisymposium came up 
with a wish to have these papers widely available. We are happy that the editors of 
Kybernetika agreed to publish the papers in the present Special Issue. 

T h e issue contains the invited papers and several other papers submitted by the 
part icipants of the symposium. Besides that , the following talks were presented: 

J. Andel (Prague): A Bayesian approach to tne periodogram 
C. Domanski and D. Parys (Lodz): The Mann-Whitney test. Some problems 

concerning the approximation of critical values and tied ranks 
J. Dupacova (Prague): Hajek and optimization 
R. Helmers (Amsterdam): Wild bootstrapping in finite populations 
S. Holm (Goteborg): Confidence sets of fixed form and size with predetermined 

level of confidence 
I. Marek and P. Mayer (Prague): Computing of stationary probability vectors of 

large scale stochastic matrices 
J. Stepan (Prague): Convex sets of probability distributions 
I. Vincze (Budapest): Some questions in connection with a nonregular C r a m e r -

Rao type inequality 
On behalf of the organizers, we thank all speakers and all participants of the 

Minisymposium. 

Jitka Dupačová J a n a jurečková 
Guest Editor G u e s t E d l t o r 
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